psychology/self help
affirm your purpose
develop your confidence complete your mission

—Sam Horn, author of POP! Stand Out in any Crowd and Tongue Fu!®

respect your intuition and the form of your art will follow.

“This is a wonderful book that both encourages and surprises. Perfect for all creative people,
wherever they may be along their path.”
—Eric Maisel, Ph.D., Creativity for Life
“An Artist Empowered is a passionate and persuasive work of altruism. Eden Maxwell bares his
soul to carry ours through the tumultuous trials of becoming a true artist . . . Eden has crafted
a beacon for all of us who seek to light our creative soul.”
—Shari Cheves, designer/innovator
“Eden Maxwell is a brilliant and passionate artist who has explored, challenged, and mastered
every facet of the creative process . . . from the trenches to the mountaintops, it’s all here: a
powerful and pragmatic textbook for artists of every age and stage of development; a virtual
how-to for creators embarking on the spiritual voyage of a lifetime.”
—Mary Anne Bartley, Artist-in-Residence: Villanova University, WHYY, PBS
“An Artist Empowered uniquely encourages artists to persevere despite rejection, making this
book a welcome addition to any art student’s reference library.”
—Sharon Steuer, artist/author, The Adobe Illustrator CS3 WOW! Book

An Artist Empowered

“An Artist Empowered is an intriguing book that uses real-life anecdotes, thought-provoking
reflections, and humorous insights to explore how to create and lead a life worth living. The
powerful and timeless principles make this an evocative page-turner. Read it and reap.”

A n A r t i st
Em p o w e re d
define and establish your
value as an artist
now
triumph over rejection

“This delightfully rich book is a unique and fresh excursion on the artist’s battle with rejection
and represents the fruit of years of personal experience and considered reflection. Drawing
from a diversity of resources and filled with clear and practical examples, it offers holistic encouragement and strength to those who aspire to create—a ‘star to every wand’ring bark’ whose
worth is simply invaluable.”
—Emanuel E. Garcia, MD, poet, author, Chairman of Psychiatry, Hutt Hospital
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Eden Maxwell

value

Eden Maxwell is a creator and the bestselling author of The Magnificent Book of
Kites. With a fire in the belly, he embarked on a thirty year long odyssey to discover
that his dharma dwelt in the wellspring of art. He has contributed to numerous
publications, including Popular Science, Omni, MacUser, Art Calendar Magazine,
the Drachen Foundation Journal, and the Encyclopædia Britannica. His artwork is in
private collections here and abroad.
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